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Noncovalent passivation of supported phosphorene for device appli-
cations: from morphology to electronic properties†

Andrea Lorenzoni,a Matteo Baldoni,a,b Elena Besleyb and Francesco Mercuri⇤a

An interface between poly (methyl-methacrylate) PMMA-supported phosphorene and layers of linear
alkane chains has been studied computationally to reveal an efficient route to noncovalent passiva-
tion in terms of the effective coverage of surface area. The formation of strongly ordered compact
planar aggregates of alkanes driven by the anisotropy of the phosphorene surface greatly improves
the packing at the interface. Small mechanical deformations of the phosphorene structure induced
by the interaction with PMMA substrate, a polymer dielectric material, do not alter substantially
the mechanical, electronic properties of phosphorene. This indicates remarkable possibilities of us-
ing alkanes for prevention of phosphorene from surface degradation phenomena and suggests new
technological routes for the fabrication of phosphorene-based electronic devices.

1
1 Introduction2

Phosphorene, an emerging two-dimensional (2D) material, struc-3

turally equivalent to a single layer of black phosphorus (BP),4

has been shown to exhibit many extraordinary physical proper-5

ties originating from its unique anisotropy in structure.1–3 Simi-6

lar to other layered materials such as graphite, BP is composed7

of vertically stacked 2D atomic sheets, held together by weak8

van der Waals interlayer interactions.2,3 The interlayer separa-9

tion ranges between 3.21 Å and 3.73 Å4,5 making BP suitable10

for mechanical exfoliation as in the production of graphene and11

transition metal dichalcogenide (TMD) layers.2,6,7 Many charac-12

teristic features of phosphorene are related to the surface mor-13

phology of BP, including strong in-plane anisotropy, which, un-14

like other layered materials, is reflected in its electronic, ther-15

mal and mechanical properties.2,3,8 In BP, the sp3 hybridization16

leads to localization of a lone pair of electrons on phosphorus17

atoms, which results in puckering of individual layers and the18

asymmetric P-P intra-layer bonding pattern. The bonding asym-19

metry in phosphorene layers is commonly described in terms of20

armchair (AC) and zigzag (ZZ) directions, defined by the orthog-21

onal vectors in the crystal unit cells.2,3 Another useful property of22

phosphorene is the presence of a sizeable direct electronic band23

gap, which has been estimated to be about 1.5 eV,2,3 thus much24

larger than in BP (0.3 eV).2,3 This hints to a tunability of the25

a Istituto per lo Studio dei Materiali Nanostrutturati (ISMN), Consiglio Nazionale delle
Ricerche (CNR), Via P. Gobetti 101, 40129 Bologna, Italy. Fax: +39 051 639 8540;
Tel: +39 051 639 8518; E-mail: francesco.mercuri@cnr.it
b Department of Physical and Theoretical Chemistry, School of Chemistry, University of
Nottingham, University Park, Nottingham NG7 2RD, United Kingdom
† Electronic Supplementary Information (ESI) available: See DOI:
10.1039/b000000x/

electronic band gap in few-layer phosphorene materials, enabling 26

a wide range of applications in electronics and optoelectronics. 27

The large, tunable electronic band gap and high hole mobilities 28

at room temperature (up to 103 cm2/V·s)2,3,9,10 render phospho- 29

rene an ideal candidate as the active material for field-effect de- 30

vices. Previous work has demonstrated the possibility of fabri- 31

cating field-effect transistors (FETs) based on phosphorene, with 32

high on/off ratio and operating in the radiofrequency range, thus 33

outperforming similar devices based on graphene.1–3,10,11 How- 34

ever, a few fundamental issues must still be addressed before the 35

widespread exploitation of phosphorene in large-scale applica- 36

tions can be achieved; the most relevant of these issues concerns 37

intrinsic degradation phenomena.1–3,7,11,12 Indeed, the electron 38

lone pairs exposed on the phosphorene surface are prone to chem- 39

ical attack by external agents, including for example oxygen, lead- 40

ing to degradation of structural and electronic properties, as ob- 41

served recently.3,7,13 The surface oxidation processes can be par- 42

tially circumvented by protecting the phosphorene active layer 43

with an overlying layer of inert materials. A common strategy 44

to phosphorene capping involves encapsulating the active layer 45

with polymers or metal oxides.11,13–15,15–17 An alternative, well- 46

established approach to passivation of exposed surfaces relies on 47

capping them with molecular materials, such as alkanes, which 48

is a relatively cheap and scalable approach commonly used in or- 49

ganic electronics.18 The possibility of passivating BP by networks 50

of molecular materials7,19 or by 2D materials, such as graphene 51

or hBN,15,20–22 has been shown to effectively prevent surface ox- 52

idation phenomena. Another issue that can potentially alter the 53

performance of phosphorene layers in devices is related to the 54

interactions with substrates at the interface, which can exhibit a 55

morphology far from an ideal planar configuration, thus altering 56

the conformation of the overlying layers. This issue is particu- 57
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larly relevant to FET devices based on phosphorene, where the58

active layer is placed in a direct contact with dielectric materials,59

such as polymer or oxide layers, to provide electrical insulation60

from the gate dielectric. Upon adsorption on substrates, the in-61

trinsic properties of phosphorene are often modified, with respect62

to those of pristine materials. In this work, modification of the63

structure, dynamics and the electronic properties of the phospho-64

rene monolayer at the interface with organic materials have been65

investigated computationally using classical molecular dynamics66

(MD) and density functional theory (DFT). We focus this analy-67

sis on studying how the electronic and thermal transport proper-68

ties of phosphorene are affected by a passivating, non-covalently69

bound overlayer of linear alkanes. In particular, we explore the70

interface of the exposed phosphorene surface with layers of lin-71

ear alkanes, including pentadecane (C15), triacontane (C30) and72

pentatetracontane (C45). The interaction between a phospho-73

rene monolayer and a poly (methyl-methacrylate) (PMMA) sub-74

strate, broadly used in organic electronics as dielectric layer, has75

been highlighted to represent a gate dielectric in a bottom-gate76

transistor architecture.23,24 In addition, the electronic properties77

of phosphorene and related systems are essentially not affected78

by the interaction with PMMA,25 which therefore constitutes an79

ideal, inert dielectric material for device applications. Finally, the80

properties of the phosphorene monolayer at the interface with81

a polymer dielectric layer and passivated by alkane layers have82

been also investigated to provide a model of a phosphorene-based83

device in a more realistic environment. This configuration mimics84

a realistic device stack, where the remarkable dielectric proper-85

ties of polymer materials are coupled to solution processing tech-86

niques for passivating phosphorene with ultra-thin layers.87

2 Computational details88

Simulations of the morphology of individual layers and interfaces89

have been performed using classical molecular dynamics (MD).90

Phosphorene models were described by the interatomic potential91

of Sresht et al. 26 and the PMMA slab was obtained by applying92

the OPLS potential,27 as described previously.28 Model systems93

with a surface area of about 10x10 nm were used in calcula-94

tions. A periodic model of PMMA chains, having 32 monomer95

units each, was relaxed in MD simulations at room tempera-96

ture in the NPT ensemble. The relaxed in-plane size of the97

PMMA slab resulted 9.57x10.1 nm, with a thickness of about98

5 nm. The simulation protocol of Ref.28 was applied to ob-99

tain a final equilibrated structure with lateral periodic dimen-100

sions matching those of a phosphorene supercell, thus minimiz-101

ing lattice mismatch. The surface characteristics of the obtained102

PMMA slab compare well with typical parameters measured in103

experiments.28 Standard OPLS parameters were also adopted for104

alkane Cn (n= 15, 30, 45) molecules. Inter-layer interactions105

at the PMMA/phosphorene and phosphorene/alkanes interfaces106

were described by the Lennard-Jones potential with parameters107

obtained by the geometric mixing rules as these interactions are108

dominated by van der Waals forces. The application of geometric109

mixing rules to the description of the interaction between phos-110

phorene and carbon-based materials has proven effective in pre-111

vious work.29–31 The computed alkane-phosphorene interaction112

energies are in line with dispersion-corrected DFT calculations 113

(see Fig. S7 in ESI). In all MD calculations involving phospho- 114

rene interfaces, all phosphorus atom were allowed to move. Elec- 115

trostatic interactions were calculated using the particle-particle 116

particle-mesh (PPPM) method, and the cut-off of 10.0 Å was used 117

for both Coulomb and van der Waals interactions. A time step of 118

1.0 fs was used in MD simulations with the Nose-Hoover thermo- 119

stat applied in the canonical (NVT) ensemble with time constant 120

of 0.1 ps and the Parrinello-Rahman barostat used in the NPT 121

ensemble, with a time constant of 1.0 ps. In MD calculations, pe- 122

riodic boundary conditions (PBC) were applied in 3 dimensions, 123

and in simulations of slabs with 2D periodicity a vacuum region 124

ranging from 10 nm to 20 nm (see below) was added along the 125

z direction. The morphology of alkane aggregates growing on 126

phosphorene under kinetic and thermodynamic control has been 127

simulated by a combination of non-equilibrium and equilibrium 128

MD, as described in previous work.32,33 Initially, amorphous ag- 129

gregates of alkanes on phosphorene were generated by progres- 130

sively adding individual alkane chains, relaxed at 300K, to the 131

phosphorene surface at an interval of 50 ps. Positions of alkane 132

chains on the xy periodic plane were assigned randomly at a dis- 133

tance of 5 nm from the phosphorene surface on the non-periodic 134

z direction. In order to promote the interaction with the surface, 135

a constant factor, ranging from 0.5 to 0.6 nm/ps, was added to 136

the z-component of the velocity of alkane atoms pointing towards 137

the phosphorene plane. This process was repeated until the tar- 138

get surface coverage was reached. Equilibration of the system 139

at 300K for 20 ns has reproduced a kinetically-controlled ag- 140

gregation of alkanes on phosphorene. A model morphology of 141

alkane aggregates on phosphorene layers in thermodynamically- 142

controlled conditions was subsequently obtained by a simulated 143

annealing cycle, which consists of annealing of the system at 400 144

K at a rate of 0.5 K/ps, equilibration at 400 K for 10 ns, cooling 145

to 300 K at a rate of 0.2 K/ps and the final equilibration at 300 K 146

for 10 ns. 147

The configurations of individual alkane chains on the surface 148

of phosphorene was analyzed in terms of the configurational pa- 149

rameter j, defined as the angle between the axis connecting the 150

center of mass of two adjacent carbon-carbon bonds, computed 151

for all non-terminal bonds in the chain, and the ZZ direction of 152

the underlying phosphorene layer (see inset of Fig. 3c). The nom- 153

inal coverage, Q, of alkanes on phosphorene was defined as the 154

ratio between the total number of alkane chains in the system 155

and the number of alkane chains, in a planar ordered configura- 156

tion, needed to occupy a surface area equivalent to that of the 157

underlying phosphorene layer. Therefore, Q = 1.00 corresponds 158

to a nominally complete monolayer (ML) of alkanes on phospho- 159

rene. The effective coverage h of the phosphorene layer by alkane 160

chains was defined as the ratio between the surface area occupied 161

by the alkane molecules and the total surface area of the phospho- 162

rene layer in the simulation box. The surface occupied by alkane 163

chains was measured by reproducing a surface profile obtained 164

by convolution of all atoms with the van der Waals spheres of 2.0 165

Å radius, and defining all regions of the surface higher than 4 Å 166

with respect to the phosphorene base plane as covered (see Fig. 167

S1 in ESI). The root mean square (RMS) roughness of the surfaces 168

2 | 1–7+PVSOBM�/BNF�<ZFBS>�<WPM�>
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Fig. 1 a) MD snapshot of the equilibrated phosphorene monolayer on
PMMA and b) the surface profile.

was computed by discretizing the model systems in the in-plane169

directions with a lateral mesh-grid size of 2 Å. The analysis of170

surface parameters and coverage was performed by using the soft-171

ware package Gwyddion.34 The phonon power spectra of phos-172

phorene layers were simulated by computing the discrete Fourier173

transform of the velocity autocorrelation function of phosphorous174

atoms extracted from the equilibrium MD runs performed for 50175

ps with a timestep of 0.5 fs. All classical simulations have been176

performed using the LAMMPS program package.35 Model sys-177

tems for MD calculations required a number of particles ranging178

from about 61k to 110k. Density functional theory (DFT) cal-179

culations were performed at the gradient-corrected level by ap-180

plying the PBE36exchange-correlation functional within the GPW181

approach37,38 as implemented in the CP2K program package.39182

Electronic states were expanded by a double-z plus polarisation183

basis set, DZVP,40 with norm-conserving pseudo-potentials for184

the description of core levels,41–43 and a plane-wave represen-185

tation of the charge density with a cut-off of 300 Ry. Calibration186

calculations performed with larger charge density cut-off energies187

(up to 500 Ry) provided essentially the same results.188

3 Results and discussion189

The structural and electronic properties of phosphorene can be190

affected by the interactions with an underlying substrate. Deposi-191

tion of exfoliated phosphorene flakes onto substrates can alter the192

planarity of the layers, depending on the roughness of the under-193

lying materials and on the strength of the phosphorene/substrate194

interaction, thus potentially altering the electronic properties of195

phosphorene. To evaluate this, the morphology of phosphorene196

at the interface with PMMA has been simulated by MD calcula-197

tions, and subsequently applying DFT on configurations extracted198

from MD to compute electronic properties. The obtained model199

of the PMMA surface features a RMS roughness of 0.5 nm, which200

is comparable with that of PMMA dielectric layers typically used201

in organic FETs.28202

A model of a free-standing phosphorene layer with 29x23 unit203

cells, was initially relaxed by variable-cell MD simulations. The204

relaxed configuration was found to retain a fully planar structure,205

with an equilibrated lateral size of 9.57x10.1 nm. The equili-206

brated phosphorene monolayer was put in contact with the sur-207

face of the PMMA model, with a box size of 20 nm in the out-208

of-plane direction, and relaxed by MD at room temperature for209

10 ns, in the NVT ensemble, to achieve the full equilibration of210

all structural parameters. As shown in Fig. 1, the equilibrated211

phosphorene monolayer conforms anisotropically to the underly-212

Fig. 2 The HOCO (top) and LUCO (bottom) orbitals for a free-standing
(a,c) and PMMA supported phosphorene layer (b,d); DOS (e) of a free-
standing planar (purple curve) and PMMA supported (green curve) phos-
phorene.

ing PMMA surface with deformations affecting mainly the AC di- 213

rection, as measured by the surface roughness in the AC direction 214

(0.14 nm) and ZZ direction (0.06 nm). The overall roughness of 215

about 0.16 nm, however, indicates a much smoother profile with 216

respect to that of the underlying PMMA surface. 217

A comparison of the density of states (DOS) for a model pla- 218

nar phosphorene layer and a supported phosphorene structure 219

extracted from the MD simulations (lateral box size 9.57x10.1 nm 220

and box size of 1.4 nm along the direction perpendicular to the 221

surface, with a total of 2668 atoms in the model) was performed 222

by DFT calculations. To this end, the configuration of rippled 223

phosphorene on PMMA was used, evaluating the electronic prop- 224

erties of the phosphorene layer only. Indeed, the electronic prop- 225

erties of phosphorene materials are generally not affected by in- 226

teraction with PMMA.25 Calculations indicate that the electronic 227

properties of phosphorene are essentially unaffected by the me- 228

chanical deformation induced by the interaction with the PMMA 229

substrate. The Highest-Occupied and Lowest-Unoccupied Crystal 230

Orbitals (HOCO and LUCO, respectively), plotted in Fig. 2 at the 231

G point, exhibit very similar features for the planar and PMMA 232

supported phosphorene models, and the computed DOS (see Fig. 233

2e) remains largely unchanged. In particular, a slight increase of 234

the band gap between the valence and conduction bands is ob- 235

served from planar (0.69 eV) to supported (0.73) phosphorene. 236

A non-covalent passivation of a phosphorene layer with alkane 237

+PVSOBM�/BNF�<ZFBS>�<WPM�> 1–7 | 3
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Fig. 3 Morphology of C30 chains on phosphorene at the coverage of Q = 1.0 as obtained by MD simulations at room temperature (a) and after an an-
nealing/cooling cycle (b). Distribution of the angular parameter (c) for the system relaxed at room temperature (blue bars) and after annealing/cooling
cycle (red bars) (inset: definition of the angular parameter j).

chains has been initially modelled as an aggregation of alkanes238

on the surface of a planar, free-standing phosphorene. A compu-239

tational model for the growth of alkane aggregates on phospho-240

rene in kinetically- and thermodynamically-controlled conditions241

has been set-up as described above (Computational details sec-242

tion). A relaxed model of the phosphorene layer with lateral sizes243

of 12.0x11.3 nm (36x25 unit cells) and a box size of 10 nm in244

the out-of-plane direction was used. The obtained morphology245

of the alkane network for the increasing value of the nominal246

coverage (from Q = 0.25 to Q = 2.00) suggests a clear propen-247

sity to the formation of ordered aggregates at the interface with248

phosphorene (see Fig. 3). No significant rippling of the phos-249

phorene surface was observed upon formation of the passivating250

alkane layer. The ordered morphology indicates an extremely ef-251

ficient passivation of the phosphorene surface by alkanes, with252

a striking correspondence between the nominal coverage Q and253

the effective coverage h , which deviate by only about 2% (see254

Fig. S2 and Table S1 in ESI). At the nominal coverage Q=1.00255

corresponding to a nominally complete monolayer (1ML), the ef-256

fective coverage h is about 0.99, thus indicating an almost full257

passivation and a strong potential of alkane chains as protective258

material for phosphorene layers. Remarkably, the effective cov-259

erage is essentially independent from the thermal treatments as260

similar values for h have been obtained for alkane chains relaxed261

in both kinetically- and thermodynamically-controlled conditions262

(see Table S1 in ESI). The different degree of structural order-263

ing for kinetically- and thermodynamically-controlled growth of264

alkanes on phosphorene is observed in the whole range of nomi-265

nal coverages considered, from Q = 0.25 to Q = 2.00 (see Fig. S2266

in ESI). It is also worth noting that the post-annealing of layers of267

alkanes grown on phosphorene in strongly kinetically-controlled268

conditions can lead to efficiently packed structures. These struc-269

tures, however, exhibit a slightly less pronounced structural or-270

dering with respect to the thermodynamically-controlled growth271

(see Fig. S3 in ESI). Also, in the range of the values considered in272

this work, the effective coverage does not depend on the length273

of the alkane chain (see Fig. S4 in ESI). In kinetically-controlled274

growth conditions - these occur, for example, in solution-phase 275

deposition of alkanes on phosphorene at room temperature - lo- 276

cal crystalline ordering of alkane chains is observed (Fig. 3a), 277

with the formation of strongly ordered nanometre sized grains, 278

which are mostly oriented along the ZZ direction of the phospho- 279

rene lattice (j= 0�) and along two equivalent directions of the 280

phosphorene lattice at j = 55� and j = �55�, respectively (see 281

Fig. 3c). Upon annealing at a 400K, and subsequent cooling to 282

room temperature a long-range ordered packing of alkane chains 283

is achieved (see Fig. 3b), with most of the alkane chains oriented 284

along the ZZ direction of phosphorene (see Fig. 3c). The predom- 285

inance of preferential high-symmetry orientation for alkane layers 286

on phosphorene can be understood by investigating a model sys- 287

tem containing a single alkane chain or a small cluster on the 288

phosphorene surface. These calculations indicate a significant 289

interaction energy between alkanes and phosphorene, amount- 290

ing to 2.75 eV/molecule for a C30 chain, which contributes to 291

the formation of stable aggregates (see Fig. S5a in ESI). The ad- 292

sorption energy per molecule further increases as the number of 293

passivating alkanes goes up as a result of the intra-layer lateral 294

chain interactions. The optimised lateral distance between alkane 295

chains in planar aggregates is predicted to be 4.39 Å. This value 296

is remarkably close to the lattice constant of phosphorene in the 297

AC direction, 4.38 Å, which corresponds to the distance between 298

the surface grooves, thus favoring the alignment of alkanes on 299

phosphorene along the ZZ direction in thermodynamically stable 300

aggregates (Fig. S5b in ESI). The anisotropy of the phosphorene 301

surface and the peculiar match between the underlying lattice 302

and the intrinsic propensity of alkanes to form planar ordered ag- 303

gregates greatly improve the packing at the interface and lead to 304

the formation of compact passivation layers. Passivation of the 305

exposed surface by a compact layer of weakly-bound molecules 306

prevents the material from chemical degradation and, at the same 307

time, is expected to have a very small impact on the intrinsic prop- 308

erties of phosphorene. 309

To consider the morphology of a passivating layer of alka- 310

nes on supported phosphorene, the deposition of individual C30 311
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alkane chains on a phosphorene monolayer supported on PMMA312

has been simulated by combining the non-equilibrium and equi-313

librium MD. The equilibrated model of phosphorene relaxed on314

PMMA, with lateral box size of 9.57x10.1 nm and 20 nm along315

the z direction was used. The nominal coverage corresponding316

to approximately five monolayers (5ML) has been achieved and317

subsequently equilibrated at room temperature for 10 ns. These318

simulations correspond to the growth of alkane layers at the in-319

terface with supported phosphorene in kinetically controlled con-320

ditions. The equilibrated configuration (see Fig. 4a) shows an321

ordered and anisotropic aggregation of alkanes at the interface,322

similar to the case of aggregation on planar phosphorene. The323

C30 molecules, which are in direct contact with the phosphorene324

surface, are aligned along the three preferential orientations de-325

scribed above (j = 0� and j = ±55�). A slight preference is ob-326

served for the orientation along the ZZ axis of the phosphorene327

layer, as supported phosphorene exhibits larger bending along328

the AC direction. The morphology of PMMA supported phospho-329

rene is unaffected by the overlying aggregate of alkane chains330

as indicated by the overall roughness, rRMS=0.17 nm, and by331

the roughness parameters for specific orientations, rRMSZZ=0.08332

nm and rRMSAC=0.15 nm, extracted from the equilibrated struc-333

ture of the sandwiched layer. This behaviour differs from that334

of alkanes on supported graphene, where a significant change in335

the surface morphology are observed upon the interaction with336

the adsorbate.18 However, the anisotropy of the aggregation on337

PMMA supported phosphorene is only partially retained if the338

distance from the interface is increased, as shown by the distri-339

bution of the angular parameter j as a function of the distance340

between the alkane chains and the phosphorene layer (see Fig.341

4b). The formation of highly ordered alkane aggregates at the342

interface leads to the efficient protection of the exposed surface343

of PMMA supported phosphorene layers. Even at the nominal344

coverage of 1ML, the exposed surface of supported phosphorene345

is less than 5% of the total surface area, thus suggesting an op-346

timal and effective coverage by alkane layers. The presence of347

passivating layers of alkanes is also expected to have a minimal348

impact on the electronic properties of phosphorene. Dispersion-349

corrected DFT calculations indicate an interaction energy of less350

than 0.1 eV per carbon atom, mostly due to van der Waals inter-351

actions (see Fig. S6 and Tab. S2 in ESI). The electronic properties352

of phosphorene supported on PMMA and passivated by alkane353

layers can therefore be expected to be very similar to those of a354

pristine phosphorene layer, with a slight effect due to rippling.355

The changes in the dynamical and transport properties of a356

phosphorene monolayer induced by the interactions with the357

PMMA substrate and the passivating layer of alkanes have been358

further assessed by computing the phonon power spectrum and359

its in-plane and out-of-plane components (see Fig. 5). The in-360

tensity of the low-frequency phonons in the ZZ direction of the361

phosphorene lattice (top panel in Fig. 5) is slightly lowered as a362

result of interaction with alkanes (yellow curve); this is expected363

for the vibration modes of phosphorus atoms aligned with the364

principal axis of the overlying alkane. Conversely the compo-365

nents of the high-frequency modes in the AC and out-of-plane366

directions, related to the vibrations of P-P bonds, are slightly en-367

Fig. 4 Morphology of C30 chains on phosphorene at the coverage of
Q = 5.0 placed on PMMA substrate as obtained by MD simulations at
room temperature (a) and distribution of the angular parameter as a
function of the distance from the interface of alkane chains in stacked
layered slices (interface: green bars; above interface: red bars) (b).

Fig. 5 Components of the phonon power spectrum (ZZ direction: top;
AC direction: middle; out-of-plane direction: bottom) of phosphorene
(orange), phosphorene supported on PMMA (blue), phosphorene inter-
acting with 1ML alkanes (yellow) and 5 ML alkanes on phosphorene
supported on PMMA (purple).

hanced by sandwiching the phosphorene layer between PMMA 368

and the alkane layer (purple curves in Fig. 5). Therefore, the 369

properties related to the phonon spectrum of phosphorene, in the 370

passivated and supported configuration, (including, for example, 371

thermal transport properties), are only marginally different from 372

those of a planar phosphorene monolayer. 373

4 Conclusions 374

Effective protection of phosphorene from severe degradation ef- 375

fects, such as damage by moisture, oxygen in air, molecular di- 376

imides and other surface reactions, which make phosphorene un- 377

stable in atmosphere, is critical for its practical use in applications 378

including optoelectronic devices. New strategies are emerging 379

to reduce the structural and property degradation using the en- 380

capsulation and surface passivation techniques. Previous device 381

concepts have been realized in laboratories in high vacuum envi- 382

ronments in order to eliminate the agents causing degradation,9 383

however the large-scale device implementation requires alterna- 384
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tive feasible solutions. The success of encapsulation and coating385

has been tested in silicene FET protection44 and in protecting386

the flakes of BP with overlayers of Al2O3. 13,17 The non-covalent387

passivation has shown to provide another efficient route to pre-388

serving phosphorene morphology and its electronic, thermal and389

mechanical properties from the surface degradation effects.19 In390

this work, we have investigated the phosphorene surface, sup-391

ported on PMMA and protected by alkane chain layers to show392

that although phosphorene adopts a slight rippling on a PMMA393

slab this minor structure deformation does not affect its electronic394

properties. An effective use of long alkane chains as protection is395

promising as alkanes tend to form ordered and compact aggre-396

gates at the interface with phosphorene. The alkane chains are397

aligned along three main orientations, which are topologically re-398

lated to the underlying phosphorene lattice, however the specific399

orientational distribution depends on the growth conditions and400

thermal treatment. The difference between the interaction energy401

in two minima is comparable to the thermal energy at room tem-402

perature and only one preferential orientation was observed ex-403

perimentally.19 In our simulations, upon annealing at 400K and404

subsequent cooling to room temperature a long-range ordered405

packing of alkane chains has been achieved where most of the406

alkane chains were aligned along the ZZ direction of phospho-407

rene. The overall coverage of the phosphorene layer, however,408

is not quantitatively affected by the specific arrangement of indi-409

vidual alkane chains at the interface. The properties of a double410

interface, in which a phosphorene monolayer is sandwiched be-411

tween a support layer (PMMA) and a protective alkane layer, are412

largely unaltered as compared to pristine, free-standing phospho-413

rene layers. This conclusion points out some remarkable possibili-414

ties of using alkanes as non-covalent passivating layers to prevent415

phosphorene from surface degradation phenomena and suggests416

new technological routes for the fabrication of electronic devices417

based on phosphorene. Although phosphorene is not as stable as418

graphene and TMD, recent success in protection of unstable ma-419

terials such as silicene44 suggests that the development of pas-420

sivation and encapsulation solutions could lead to protection of421

even vulnerable 2D materials such as phosphorene.422
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Simulations suggest efficient routes for the non-covalent             
passivation of supported phosphorene with alkanes,           
highlighting strategies to prevent surface degradation           
phenomena. 
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